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Abstract: As a result of the energy transition, an increasing number of Decentralized Energy Systems
(DES) will be installed in the distribution grid in the future. Accordingly, new methods to system-
atically integrate the growing DES in distribution power systems must be developed utilizing the
constantly evolving Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). This paper proposes the
Automated Data Model Integration of DES (ADMID) approach for the integration of DES into the
ICT environment of the Distribution System Operator (DSO). The proposed ADMID utilizes the data
model structure defined by the standard-series IEC 61850 and has been implemented as a Python
package. The presented two Use Cases focus on the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) on the DSO operational level following a four-stage test procedure, while this approach has
enormous potential for advanced DSO applications. The test results obtained during simulation or
real-time communication to field devices indicate that the utilization of IEC 61850-compliant data
models is eligible for the proposed automation approach, and the implemented framework can be a
considerable solution for the system integration in future distribution grids with a high share of DES.
As a proof-of-concept study, the proposed ADMID approach requires additional development with a
focus on the harmonization with the Common Information Model (CIM), which could significantly
improve its functional interoperability and help it reach a higher Technology Readiness Level (TRL).

Keywords: smart grids; decentralized energy system; ADMID; IEC 61850; data model; automated
data integration; controllable local system; SCADA; distribution grids; CIM

1. Introduction

The energy transition is currently playing an important role in the fight against global
warming. To reduce CO2 emissions systematically, various new technologies must be
developed and implemented. The energy supply branch—as a major producer of CO2—is
supposed to pioneer an evolutionary technical breakthrough; this includes stimulating
the growth of Renewable Energy Systems (RES), Electric Vehicles (EV), Electric Charging
Points (ECP), Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS), Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
and various other types of Decentralized Energy Resources (DER) [1]. These devices and
energy systems can be defined by a new term: Decentralized Energy Systems (DES).

Up to now, the distribution grid planning and operation is based on a well-known
load characteristic described with synthetical load profiles. The capacity utilization of
the Medium Voltage (MV) and Low Voltage (LV) grids has been low on average and
thus, no online information on the actual grid state has been particularly needed. With
the introduction of the DES mentioned before, the distribution grid has to accommodate
new types of loads and energy generation systems that fundamentally alter the load
characteristics. The power flow will become bidirectional and the capacity utilization will
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rise to levels that cause congestions of local distribution grid assets. To smoothly adopt the
rapidly growing DES in the existing distribution grid infrastructure, there are two choices:
(a) continue with low capacity utilization scenarios, and increase the hosting capacity by
grid reinforcement of the distribution grid; (b) shift to high capacity utilization scenarios,
and enhance distribution grid transparency by digitalizing the infrastructure using smart
grids technologies and activating sector-crossing energy optimization on a local level [2]
(pp. 36–37). The distribution grids under high capacity utilization mode require detailed
information on grid state and device status. Accordingly, the utilization of Information
and Communications Technology (ICT) systems has to be carried out to harmonize the
increasing number of DES in power systems by enabling the information exchange between
system operators and DES.

In this context, the power system as a whole is also facing a new era of “Digitalization
of Energy Transition”. For example, the necessity of secured data acquisition and DES
control is addressed in the German Renewable Energy Sources Act (last modification
in 2021) [3] and Law on Digitalisation of the Energy Transition [4] established by the
German national parliament. An overview of the existing legislation and standards for the
communication and control of photovoltaic systems (PV) in different countries is provided
in [5] (pp. 39–44), concerning the integration of PV in smart grids from a global perspective.

A future power supply system adopting smart grid technologies will no longer be
organized in the same way as traditional physical systems as a result of this significant
technological evolution, but in the form of a cyber-physical system (CPS) as described
in [6]. During this transition process, the whole energy branch is confronted with various
new challenges, where participants on all voltage levels are more or less involved. As
illustrated in [7] (pp. 19–20), a clear trend of shifting a part of the generation capacity from
centralized power plants to DES could be identified in various scenarios. The investment
needs in the distribution grid are expected to be higher than in the transmission grid
according to [2] (pp. 66–67). The conventional power system design and operation follows
a top-down approach; the construction and operation of distribution grids must ensure
the stability and efficiency of the transmission grids. By contrast, a bottom-up approach
with a cellular concept of grid architecture has been suggested in the past years, which
provides a solution for the hosting of DES in distribution grids by utilizing ICT, empowering
the communication between different grid cell levels and enabling the distribution grid
flexibility [8].

As the above-mentioned transition is primarily taking place in the distribution grid,
it is ultimately necessary for Distribution System Operators (DSO) to address issues and
suggest solutions for the planning and operation of MV and LV distribution grids. In
the high capacity utilization scenario, some of the prerequisites for ensuring stable grid
operation, effective grid communication and smart power distribution include:

(a) Creation of calculable grid models for power grid simulation, scenario analysis and
interoperable data exchange.

(b) Establishment of stable, bidirectional and secured telecommunication routes for DSO-
oriented data acquisition and telecontrol of DES.

(c) Development of approaches for efficient data integration of DES data models and
communication units in a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system
as well as other data systems at the operational and business level; this also involves
the preparation of a user-friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) for Human–Machine
Interaction (HMI), the implementation of essential data interfaces and the integration
of available measurements into real-time monitoring and state estimation.

(d) Setup of an operation concept, in which the control units automatically react to local
congestions at any point in the distribution grid.

In several pilot research projects, technical solutions have been proposed and demon-
strated to tackle challenges (a) and (b), as documented in [9,10]. This paper focuses on
seeking solutions for challenge (c), which can also contribute to the Redispatch 2.0 scheme
proposed in Germany [11]. In comparison to a conventional distribution power grid,
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which has more centralized generation units at the Transmission System Operator (TSO)
level and a lower share of volatile systems in the MV/LV grids, DES modeling in a smart
grid must meet significantly higher requirements regarding the amount of DES and strict
communication requirements.

When dealing with a telecontrol system concerning the DES integration in power
grids, one should differentiate the aspects of DES function, data model and communication
protocol. This methodology is considered in the interoperability layers of the Smart Grid
Reference Architecture Model (SGAM) as explained in [12]. More background information
on SGAM, related tools and their wide usage in different smart grid projects are described
in [13]. In terms of system integration, the fundamental question is how to transfer in-
formation from system A to system B. In the information layer, the data model explains
the information to be transferred, the protocols in the communication layer define how
the information should be transmitted, and the function layer states why the information
should be transmitted. Figure 1 shows a visual overview of the relevant components and
functions in terms of the DES integration in smart grids. The work in this paper mainly
proposes solutions to tackle DES integration issues related to the information layer and
communication layer, which will be analyzed in Section 2.
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(pp. 67–73): The component layer contains operational components (red), DSO systems (light blue),
security-relevant components (deep blue) and other systems (yellow). Abbreviations: ERP: Enterprise
Resource Planning; CRM: Customer Relationship Management; MPO: Metering Point Operation;
DMS: Distribution Management System; SMGW: Smart Meter Gateway; CLS: Controllable Local
System; RTU: Remote Terminal Unit; HEMS: Home Energy Management System; SMGW Admin:
SMGW Administrator; CLS Admin: CLS Management and Backend System; kWh: smart meter.

Considering the amount of DES in distributed electrical grids and the diverse prop-
erties of different DES types, the integration of millions of DES data models into DSOs’
SCADA system can rarely be handled manually. For this reason, an approach for automated
data model integration of DES should be deployed to standardize the process for various
DES types, save the workforce and avoid errors. In this paper, this approach is specifi-
cally denoted with the term ADMID (Automated Data Model Integration of DES). There
are various dissimilar demands from different market roles when it comes to DES data
integration; the main objective of this study is to develop supportive processes for DSOs,
which are more subjected to distribution system planning and operation. Demand-side
applications, customer-oriented use cases and market-driven business processes are not
part of this work. The proposed ADMID was implemented in a Python framework and has
been demonstrated for the integration of IEC 61850-compliant DES data models into an
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experimental DSO grid control center, which is located in the Smart Grid Laboratory at the
Ulm University of Applied Sciences (THU).

The main contribution of this work is to implement and demonstrate a model-driven
ADMID approach utilizing comprehensive IEC 61850 DES data models, which automati-
cally integrates the DES information model into DSO SCADA, enables the telecommuni-
cation to the integrated DES, and provides grid operators with GUI for the measurement
visualization and control commands; this can particularly facilitate the DES integration
process in future distribution grids. In addition, the proposed ADMID can enormously
support the implementation and validation of data interfaces in the simulation environment
that the SCADA is involved.

This paper is divided into six parts. After the introduction part, Section 2 gives a
State-of-the-Art (SoA) analysis of commonly used data models for DES integration and
the recent implementation of the data model integration approaches for DES. Section 3
begins by describing used components and systems, then specifies the Use Cases of the
proposed methodology. From a technical perspective, Section 4 outlines the methodology
and comprehensive implementation. In Section 5, the test procedures and results are
presented, followed by Section 6, which draws conclusions and addresses the need for
future research on this topic.

2. State-of-the-Art Overview of DES Data Models and DES Integration Approaches

The past decade has seen record numbers of DES growth and this trend will continue
presumably over the next decades [15] (pp. 198–202). Therefore, various investigations
and case studies have been conducted to define the technical requirements and market
interfaces for the integration of physical DES in power systems without affecting the normal
grid operation and energy markets [16–18]. However, there is still a lack of solid technical
solutions on the data modeling level to efficiently integrate these decentralized units into
the existing data systems of power system operators. Especially on the distribution level,
considerable small- and medium-sized DSOs are not yet capable of obtaining detailed
information on the operation status of DES [19]. According to the IEA report on com-
munication and control [5], many of them do not have reliable communication routes
for remote DES control, because this function is currently not required in the legislative
framework in some countries. Thus, new approaches with automation and standardization
mechanisms are severely needed to help DSOs efficiently model their distribution grids in
detail, integrate growing DES into their existing data systems and create a digital twin of
the distribution grids for enhanced applications. This section describes the SoA overview
of recently developed approaches.

In the past, most DSOs had no explicit necessity to step into the LV level according to
operational requirements. As a result, the modeling of the distribution grid often ends at the
MV/LV transformer station. To ensure the operational grid stability, estimation approaches
can be used to determine the available hosting capacity for DES in LV grids. One of
those estimating models [20] generates synthetic LV grids based on assumptions; however,
those assumptions may lead to cause over or under estimation of voltage variations as
concluded by the authors. In the conventional power grid modeling process, the focus
lies clearly on the representation of power grid topology and the characterization of grid
components. Besides these, the modeling of future smart grids requires the consideration
of the integration of DES including telecommunication to DSO SCADA and intelligent
remote-control strategies. As a result of the continuously growing number of DES and
their vital role in future energy systems, this integration process requires a high automation
grade compared to the modeling of transmission systems.

2.1. Smart Grid Modeling Concept and DES Data Model

The first step of integrating DES in smart grid systems is to gain a better understanding
of the power grid modeling concept for smart grids. There are plenty of studies handling
this issue; the authors of [21], for example, addressed new challenges for the modeling;
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in [22], the smart data architecture was outlined based on several research projects; the
contents of [23] give us an overview on essential subsystems of a smart grid system, includ-
ing the energy system, information system, communication system, management system
and protection system. These publications also addressed the importance of data model-
ing and data integration in smart grids, which commonly defines the data structure and
data interfaces of smart grid components corresponding to the power system architecture.
Therefore—given by the requirements of grid communication and control—the data model
is also a fundamental instrument for the implementation of telecommunication to DES and
curtailment capability in the role of a DSO. Following this basic knowledge, the authors
of [24] proposed a common platform for seamless microgrids operation with the usage of
some common data models and communication standards.

Data models, telecommunication protocols and data interfaces have become vital for
grid design and operation during the last few decades. Now the application of these Infor-
mation Technologies and Operation Technologies (IT/OT) must reach out much deeper
into the distribution grids to enable bidirectional data transmission, which enormously
supports grid simulation and operation with high penetration of DES. Worldwide, there are
diverse data models and protocols available for this purpose. As this paper mainly deals
with the DES integration in DSO data systems, this SoA analysis accordingly concentrates
on data models and relevant telecommunication protocols for distribution grids and DES.
Several studies were carried out to categorize and introduce various commonly used grid
communication protocols. Short descriptions of these protocols can be found in [25,26].
Some IoT (Internet of Things) communication protocols are introduced in [27]. As cyber-
security topics are increasingly taking on significance, a considerable number of studies
have been carried out recently: The authors of [28] give a review of DER communication
protocol features subject to IT-security concerns; Ref. [29] addresses vulnerabilities and
cyberattack vectors of different protocols used for SCADA systems. An overview of the
characteristics of standards or protocols for data exchange regarding the DES integration
into the energy system is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. A brief overview of several commonly used data models for modeling communication units
or DES in power grids regarding their telecommunication functionalities.

Data Model Data Structure Major Use Case DES Integration Communication Type

IEC 60870-5-104
telegram [30] Signal-oriented Telecontrol equipment

and system
No DES

implementation TCP/IP

IEC 61850 data model
[31,32] for GOOSE

[33]/SV [34]

Hierarchical,
self-described Substation automation No DES specifications broadcast/multicast on

Ethernet/IP

IEC 61850 data model
[31,32,35] for
MMS [33,36]

Hierarchical,
self-described

Substation automation,
DER integration

Extensions for most
DES types TCP/IP, MMS

Common Information
Model (CIM), IEC

61968/61970/62325 [37]

Hierarchical,
self-described

Standardized,
object-oriented data

exchange

Specifications for most
DES included or

self-defined
Web-service [38]

ENTSO-E CGMES CIM,
IEC 61968/61970 [39]

Hierarchical,
self-described

Grid model exchange
between TSOs for

power flow analysis
Less considered Web-service

IEEE 1815/DNP3 [40] Hierarchical,
signal-oriented

SCADA
communication No DES specification Serial, TCP/IP, UDP/IP

IEEE2030.5/Smart
Energy Profile 2.0 [41]

Function sets with
dependencies,

REST architecture

Smart energy IoT,
smart home

Adoption in CA
Rule 21 REST on TCP/IP
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Table 1. Cont.

Data Model Data Structure Major Use Case DES Integration Communication Type

Modbus TCP 1

mapping table
Tabular structure

Supervision and
control of

automation equipment
No DES specification TCP/IP

SunSpec Modbus
model [42]

Tabular structure with
XML/JSON encoding

Communication to PV
and BESS

DER management for
entities by the

700 series
TCP/IP

OPC UA 2

information model
Hierarchical,

platform-independent
Subscription of
measurements No DES specification TCP/IP, Webservice,

pub/sub

MQTT 3 message
Single messages,

hierarchy by topics
IoT messaging,

smart home No DES specification TCP/IP-based
Pub/sub

Apache-Kafka 4 event
Hierarchical,
event-driven Industrial IoT, real-time No DES specification TCP/IP-based

Pub/sub

EEBus 5 SPINE model
Hierarchical,

XML/JSON encoding IoT, smart home Specifications for DER
and grids

WebSockets on
UDP/IP and TCP/IP

CGMES: Common Grid Model Exchange Standard; CIM: Common Information Model; DNP: Distributed Network
Protocol; ENTSO-E: European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity; GOOSE: Generic Object
Oriented Substation Events; IEC: International Electrotechnical Commission; IEEE: Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers; JSON: JavaScript Object Notation; MMS: Manufacturing Message Specification; MQTT:
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport; OPC UA: Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture; REST:
Representational State Transfer; SPINE: Smart Premises Interoperable Neutral-Message Exchange; SV: Sampled
Value; TCP/IP: Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol; UDP: User Datagram Protocol; XML: Extensible
Markup Language. 1 https://modbus.org/. 2 https://opcfoundation.org/about/opc-technologies/opc-ua/.
3 https://mqtt.org/. 4 https://kafka.apache.org. 5 https://www.eebus.org/. (accessed on 8 February 2022).

2.2. Concepts for DES Data Model Integration in DSO Data Systems

To find an appropriate solution for the DES integration in DSO data systems, it is
necessary to define the essential information objects to be considered, which vary from
system to system. This is an elementary step for the selection of a proper data model and
necessary communication interfaces, which plays a major role in the systematic design
and the technical implementation of the ADMID. Depending on the scale of data systems
and the potential application scenarios, an information object could be the topology of a
distribution grid, the properties of grid components, substation functionality, GUI for grid
operators, communication infrastructure, DES characteristics, measuring instruments or
control units. One technical report [22] of the International Energy Agency (IEA) provides
us with an overview of control strategies and communications technologies for the integra-
tion of distributed PV systems, while several recommendations for data models for the PV
systems registration are given in another IEA technical report [43].

Specifically for the interest of DSOs, the optimal case in terms of grid operation is
to have one comprehensive model that describes the grid topology, properties of grid
components, DES characteristics and DES control parameters for the grid operator. An
alternative solution would be a multi-agent architecture utilizing different data models
or protocols and implementing model adapters to enable model conversion and data
transmission among different applications. The worst case happens when various protocols
and data models are used by different departments within one DSO, but they cannot
effectively exchange information.

Considering the characterization of DES properties, the scope of parameters in one
data model highly depends on its application scenario. Table 2 explains commonly used
DES parameters by specifying their categories, information types and application purposes.

https://modbus.org/
https://opcfoundation.org/about/opc-technologies/opc-ua/
https://mqtt.org/
https://kafka.apache.org
https://www.eebus.org/
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Table 2. Categorization of DES properties concerning different application purposes and business
processes by utilities.

DES Parameter Category Information Type Example Parameter Application Purpose

System hardware metadata Static system information Device manufacturer DES registration

System software metadata Dynamic system information Software version DES maintenance

Geographical reference Geographical information GPS coordinate Grid planning, grid operation

Measured values Measurements Inverter feed-in power Grid operation, invoicing

Device status information Measurements Battery state-of-charge Grid operation, DES operation

Control parameters Control setpoint/settings Inverter feed-in
power limitation Grid operation, DES operation

Schedule External input Intra-day operation plan Forecast service, grid
operation, local DES control

System owner information Static/dynamic
system information System owner ID

DES registration, grid
planning, invoicing,

customer service

Market information External input Metering location,
market access Invoicing, energy market

Information on other
ancillary services

Static/dynamic
system information

System control
setting, flexibility

Grid operation,
flexibility market

As the issue of data integration of DES has gained more attention recently, various
studies have proposed different approaches to strengthen the data integration and the
telecontrol of DES for future distribution grid operation:

CIM: In the research project “ESOSEG” [9], a CIM-based model-driven framework
was developed and demonstrated to enable standardized data exchange between various
data systems for different services within a DSO company [44]. A similar CIM-based system
architecture was used in [45] to develop a distribution system application platform based
on CIM model conversion. A US American utility company has recently published a study
on the DER integration in DSO business processes using CIM [46], in which the business
processes for DER integration are illustrated in detail; for instance, an enterprise-adapted
CIM data model concept, as well as an integration framework, has been implemented.
Major issues in [46] are that almost half of the used CIM entities are customized CIM-
extensions and the communication to DES is not handled as a vital component.

IEC 61850: In Germany, the utilization of the IEC 61850 data model has been rec-
ommended for the implementation of the Controllable Local System (CLS) by “Network
Technology/Network Operation Forum at VDE” (VDE FNN) [47], which is the techni-
cal regulator for power grids. Following this recommendation, the application of IEC
61850 data models for the DES integration including the bidirectional communication to
SCADA and the encryption via Smart Meter Infrastructure (SMI) has been demonstrated in
several German research projects. Technical details on this work are summarized in [10,48].
Another example of implementing the IEC 61850 data model for the control of energy
devices in microgrid applications is presented in [49].

IEEE 2030.5/SEP2, IEEE 1815/DNP3 and SunSpec Modbus: In the USA, these stan-
dards are constantly being adjusted for the integration of DES. The IEEE 2030.5 Smart
Energy Profile 2 (SEP2.0) has been extended using IEC 61850-7-420 logical node classes
for DER components to meet DER integration requirements for CA Rule 21 [50]. The
SunSpec Alliance has designed the SunSpec Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and extended
the SunSpec Modbus specification with the 700 series along with the DER information
model to enhance the DER access for stakeholders including DSOs. To include standard-
ized interoperability functionality, the IEEE 1547 standard was updated in 2018 with a
specification for technical requirements relevant to the performance, operation, testing,
safety considerations and maintenance of the interconnection of DES in electrical grids [51].
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In terms of physical interconnection requirements and test procedures for DER, the work
in [52] delivers an overview on the evaluation of DER interoperability to IEEE 1547.1 for
SunSpec Modbus DER, IEEE 1815 and IEEE 2030.5.

Industrial communication protocols: As commonly used industrial communication
protocols, Modbus TCP, respectively, Modbus RTU and OPC UA, provide diverse possi-
bilities for the data acquisition and control of distributed devices in the smart grid scope.
For example, the authors of [53] have analyzed several industrial communication protocols
and proposed a multi-layered architecture based on Modbus TCP, which has been applied
to the monitoring and automation of a PV-based smart microgrid. Nevertheless, the open
development nature of Modbus TCP imposes the restriction that it does not apply to stan-
dardized model-driven approaches in terms of DES integration. In [54], the utilization of
OPC UA in the smart grid domain was expounded with the focus on academic research
efforts; one advantage of OPC UA is the object-oriented specification, which allows the
definition of information models. OPC UA, though, does not provide a standardized
comprehensive model specification, which reduces the interoperability of involved systems;
the authors of [54] also pointed out that recent researches related to OPC indicate a trend
towards mapping existing data models to OPC UA.

Industrial IoT protocols: Most industrial IoT protocols are designed and deployed
with a wide spectrum of potential use cases; therefore, they do not directly harmonize
with data systems on the utility side. Various studies such as [27,55] have investigated
the deployment of IoT protocols in the smart grid context. IoT protocols have advantages
regarding communication performance and real-time interaction; e.g., MQTT and Kafka
are prominent representatives of the publish–subscribe architecture of telecommunication,
which leads to a radical shift from the classical master–slave hierarchy to a loose coupling
architecture of a message broker with equal access privileges for different services. However,
there is a lack of implementation for DSOs on the application level regarding technical and
informative constraints defined by other smart grid communication standards. In terms of
DES integration into DSO SCADA, a specific implementation of model mapping services
according to the infrastructure and requirements on the utility side is usually necessary.
Hence, from a standardization perspective, these IoT protocols may be feasible solutions to
overcome obstacles related to DES communication performance, but DSOs cannot benefit
from them tremendously in the data model integration process.

From other points of view, various important aspects for the DES integration in
SCADA have been addressed in several studies. The authors of [56] predicted future
trends of SCADA system architecture in the smart grid due to the integration of ICT.
In [57], SMI-based IT/OT integration solutions were proposed for different smart grid
applications. A web-based visual analytics interface was designed in [58] to integrate data
from diverse data sources, such as SMI, Geographic Information System (GIS) and SCADA.
The work in [59] provided a cross-infrastructure test framework coupling SCADA and
Power-Hardware-in-the-Loop environment to validate the interoperability of information
models in smart grids. In [60], a distributed multi-versioned model data management
architecture for SCADA was suggested aiming at data model version control using NoSQL
(Not Only SQL) data storage.

2.3. Individual Automation Approaches for Data Integration

The utilization of a standardized data model provides a solid basis for the DES
integration in DSO data systems; furthermore, advanced automation mechanisms are
necessary to ensure an efficient process aimed at integrating an enormous amount of
DES in future distribution power grids. For some of the standards mentioned above,
several approaches or tools have been developed for certain use cases with relatively
low automation grades and interoperability. Available commercial solutions for DES
data integration, which are mainly driven by the individual customer demand and using
proprietary products, are faced with the same challenge.
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Regarding the utilization of CIM, ENTSO-E has developed CIM profiling tools to sim-
plify the manual CIM modeling process by utilities, mainly TSOs [61]. Regarding the CIM
models for the distribution power grid, one possible automation mechanism was demon-
strated in [9], where the CIM models were used as a centralized information exchange
platform and different CIM adapters were implemented to enable the bidirectional infor-
mation conversion. However, this CIM platform did not involve the DES characteristics;
for further development and optimization, an efficient automation approach is required.
Other researchers introduced in [62] a CIM-compatible Python library, which helps to parse,
import and export CIM models between data systems for smart grid applications. Though,
this toolkit does not cover the DES properties.

The IEC 61850 standard series provide a wide range of substation automation and
protection functionalities as well as a large scale of extensions for DES modeling. Yet
apparently, automated IEC 61850 data model exchange or conversion has not been devel-
oped with high compatibility with different DSO processes. Another constraint by the
utilization of IEC 61850 is the representation of the grid topology, as the IEC 61850 standard
series reflects the communication architecture of substations or subordinate distributed
systems. Hence, CIM would have higher priority over IEC 61850 by utilities due to its
compliance with the DSO–TSO coordination process; the actual issue is the harmonization
of CIM and IEC 61850. Related studies like [63,64] can be traced back to 2009, where
ontology approaches or object mappings for substation models were implemented and
tested. Further development has successfully improved the automatic mapping for signal
processing [65] and established the links between the parameters in IEC 61850 and CIM
models [66]. The work in [67] also indicates the trend of the harmonization of CIM and
IEC 61850, in which the unified modeling is preferred and the usage of a unified model or
meta-model has been suggested. However, most of the approaches mentioned in [67] were
restricted to substation applications and have not been extended with DES applications in
distribution grids.

Additionally, the business-oriented concern of SCADA manufacturers is another im-
portant aspect of the recent implementation of ADMID. Based on experience, the product
development of SCADA systems is normally market-driven and customer-oriented. Cur-
rently, their customers are generally working with systems at HV and MV levels, and there
is less demand on the LV side since the traditional power system design and operation
follow a top–down approach, as explained in the introduction. Thus, SCADA manufactur-
ers primarily focus on IT security, implementation of interfaces and supporting modules
for the modeling of MV and HV grids in SCADA, as well as the evaluation of existing
infrastructure. Although new topics like distribution grid modeling, DES integration and
ADMID have already drawn attention on the manufacturer side, they are by now not a
standard functionality required by the DSOs, which leads to a lack of innovative effort in
this respect.

2.4. Technology Gap Analysis

Overall, the studies mentioned in this section provide important insights into the
application of various standard data models in energy systems including the telecommuni-
cation features. Corresponding to the components and functions mentioned in Section 1,
the deployment of data models and communication protocols for the DES integration and
distribution grid operation is suggested in Figure 2.

However, the SoA analysis also reflects a technology gap for ADMID implementation
in the academic domain and the industry. Despite the continuous efforts of standardization
committees, the increasing DES in distribution grids has not raised an alarm on the utility
side, which leads to a lack of innovation motivation. Considerable studies are devoted to
the automation of smart grid systems using different protocols, or the harmonization of
various data models to fulfill the demands of all processes in the planning and operation of
distributed energy systems. However, no study has suggested the utilization of standard,
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comprehensive DES data models to reach a wide coverage of DES properties as well as the
assurance of operational interoperability and economic benefits.
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To fill the huge technology gap caused by the digitalization of energy transition and
systematically support the mass DES data integration in future distribution grids, this
paper provides a proof-of-concept study on one ADMID approach for DSO SCADA based
on the utilization of standardized, comprehensive IEC 61850 data model and information
processing logics. The whole ADMID framework still requires more efforts for further im-
plementation and interoperability tests to reach a higher Technology Readiness Level (TRL).

3. Essential Components and Use Cases

Before proceeding to a detailed description of the proposed methodology and technical
implementation, it is necessary to have an overview of used hardware and software
components as well as potential Use Cases of the proposed ADMID.

3.1. IEC 61850 Compliant Data Model

As discussed in the preceding section, one of the widely used communication proto-
cols in MV and LV power grids is the IEC 61850 standard series because of its extensive
data model, comprehensive functionality, universal usability, high interoperability and def-
initions for communication architecture. In the IEC 61850 context, there are two completely
different communication strategies, for which a similar data model structure specification
is used:

• Generic Object Oriented Substation Events (GOOSE) [33] and Sampled Value (SV) [34]
for substation automation, in which the publisher–subscriber concept is used to multi-
cast or broadcast GOOSE/SV messages in a substation network without the utilization
of a central system.

• Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS) is specified by the international standard
ISO-9506; the document IEC 61850-8-1 further defines the application of MMS as the stan-
dard service-mapping in a server–client form for TCP/IP-based telecommunication [33].

Compared to GOOSE/SV, MMS provides users with the possibility of IP-oriented
routing at Layer 3 in the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model for decentralized sys-
tems, and the configuration flexibility of reports ensures the data transmission for different
conditions. These features make IEC 61850 MMS more eligible for the implementation of
DES integration approaches in practice. Based on the SoA analysis and the objectives of this
work, the IEC 61850 MMS protocol and associated data model definitions were selected as
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the first elementary component for the implementation of the proposed ADMID. Various
reasons can stand for this choice:

• Standard documents IEC 61850-7-3 [31] and IEC 61850-7-4 [32] have clearly defined
the Common Data Classes (CDC) and compatible logical node classes, which facilitates
systematic data modeling for DES and improves the interoperability and reusability
of the DES data models in the SGAM information layer.

• Specifically in terms of MMS, a basic communication profile is defined by IEC 61850-8-
1 [33], essential communication configurations such as Report Control Block (RCB) and
diverse control parameters are directly contained in the data model. Because of these, a
bidirectional communication to distributed intelligent devices is possible in the SGAM
communication layer, which further provides DSOs with the flexibility to implement
proper remote-control algorithms for DES or on-site control with interaction to a local
energy management system.

• The IEC 61850-compliant data model is normally self-described and will have a hierar-
chic structure. One supplementary standard document, IEC 61850-7-420 [35], provides
enhanced DES compatibility with commonly used device types and numerous DES
properties regarding the information categories listed in Table 2. Therefore, the con-
version of DES characteristics to IEC 61850 parameters as well as the integration in the
existing grid model (e.g., CIM) on the DSO side is relatively straightforward on the
application level.

• With the hierarchic structure, IEC 61850 data models usually have a file-based rep-
resentation, which is modeled as an Extensible Markup Language (XML) file coded
with IEC 61850 specific Substation Configuration Language (SCL). Consequently, the
file parsing process is uncomplicated, and the modeling of internal links between grid
element parameters and communication unit parameters or graphical objects can be
implementable by modification of the XML file.

• As derived from the SoA analysis, the IEC 61850 data model has a high potential for
harmonization with CIM, which is—as mentioned in Section 2.3—widely used by
the grid operators. Despite the informative gaps between these two standards, the
utilization of the IEC 61850 data model facilitates the general system integration into
the existing infrastructure by grid operators.

An example of the IEC 61850-compliant data model is presented in Figure 3. Even
when one certain DES property is not yet included in the current IEC 61850 data model
definition, it can be added to the data model as a customized parameter.

3.2. DSO SCADA System

The Experimental Distribution Control Center (EDCC) at THU is the second important
software and hardware component. The core functionality is based on a SCADA system
with the type of Spectrum Power 5 by Siemens AG [68]. Although the EDCC is named
an experimental system, it is equipped with the same sub-systems and functionalities
as the industrial product used worldwide by many grid operators. More specifically, it
consists of information management, database, real-time environment, communication
interfaces and IT-security relevant components. The data storage in Spectrum Power 5 is
based on an embedded Oracle database, and WinCC is integrated as a visualization tool
and machine–machine interface. Besides, an integrated OPC UA interface can be used
for the data transmission between Spectrum Power 5 and the simulation environment or
external databases such as InfluxDB [69]. In the remaining parts of this paper, the term
EDCC will be used instead of the general term SCADA when the technical implementation
or test procedure refers to this grid control system at THU.
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In an IEEE recommendation [36], the Substations Committee of the IEEE Power and
Energy Society has pointed out that implementing IEC 61850 back to the SCADA master
has been uncommon and mapping to another protocol is required, which is an aspect from
a substation-automation view. Regarding the MMS communication to DES, it is possible to
establish a TCP/IP connection between the SCADA and DES. Such IEC 61850 communica-
tion functionality has been implemented by the manufacturer and is provided in the EDCC
software. According to the IEC 61850 definition, an IEC 61850-compatible field device
that also has communication interfaces is denoted as Intelligent Electronic Devices (IED).
Hence, two participants of an IEC 61850 telecommunication connection have the roles of
IED server and IED client, respectively. In this case, the EDCC works as an IED client and
requests the TCP/IP connection actively to the IED server for the transmission of MMS
reports or control commands. This IEC 61850 compliance of the EDCC allows test and
validation of implemented automation approaches on the function level, in which the IEC
61850 telecommunication is observed and analyzed.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the integration of IEC 61850 data models usually requires
conversion into another format compatible with DSO data systems. The EDCC internally
uses a CIM interface for Resource Description Format (RDF/XML), which follows the out-
dated CIM schema version 12 and contains several extensions defined by the manufacturer.
Alternatively, the EDCC has an XML-based interface eXchange Data Format (XDF/XML)
for file import/export, which has no dependency on the CIM schema.

3.3. Overview of Used System Components

Based on the IEC 61850-compliant DES data model and fundamental functionalities of
EDCC, a set of essential system components were used for the implementation and test, as
shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Overview of other important components used for the implementation and test of the
proposed approach.

Component Type Description

EDCC Hardware & software
SCADA at THU as the target

data system of the data model
integration process

libiec61850 library [70] Software package

An open-source C-code library
for IEC 61850 modeling,

which was compiled in a
Python library [71]

Python 3.7 Programming
language

An open-source programming
language used for the
implementation of the
automation algorithm

IEC 61850 data model of a
test area SCL data model

IEC 61850 data model
representing the simplified

grid topology of a village in a
LV distribution grid

IEC 61850 data model of a
CLS gateway SCL data model

An open-source IEC 61850
data model representing a

CLS gateway that is capable to
communicate with different

DES types

CLS gateways Hardware &
software

Physical CLS gateways
commissioned in the field

with dockerized 1 open-source
software [72] and

telecommunication functions

PowerFactory grid simulation Software

Widely used power grid
simulation software with a

Python automation
interface [73]

Simulated IED
server Software

Virtual IED server
implemented using

libiec61850 library including
interface with

PowerFactory [71]

Real-time simulation
environment

Software & real-time
environment

Simulation environment
developed at THU based on

PowerFactory and EDCC [74]

IED Scout [75] Software
A commercial IEC 61850 test

and integration tool, here used
for export of SCL data model

ICD Designer [76] Software

A commercial software
application for the creation of

IEC 61850-compliant
data model

1 https://www.docker.com/ (accessed on 8 February 2022).

3.4. Use Cases of the Implementation

To ensure the usability of the proposed ADMID, two different scenarios were im-
plemented and tested in the scope of this paper. This section describes the planned Use
Cases of the proposed approach; a more specific, detailed explanation of the technical
implementation and test procedures will follow in Sections 4 and 5.

https://www.docker.com/
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3.4.1. Use Case 1: Integration of the IEC 61850 Data Model Containing DES Characteristics

The first Use Case focuses on the modeling of DES characteristics and the realization
of telecommunication to DES. IEC 61850-compliant data models for CLS gateways should
contain a sophisticated data structure that builds a DES digital twin representing device
properties, measurements and control settings. In this paper, the IEC 61850 data model
has been deployed as a part of the CLS gateway’s software, which enables intelligent,
bidirectional communication to various types of DES via standard or proprietary protocols
for measurement acquisition and remote control [48]. The architecture of the secured
communication infrastructure is presented in Figure 4, which was also utilized in the field
demonstration of the research project “C/Sells” [77]. Each CLS gateway describes one or
more DES interconnected with the grid. Considering that each DES type might have unique
properties and data types, the script package is required to have enhanced compliance for
IEC 61850 data classes and broader coverage of information types, such as enumerated
device status, digital measurements, control settings and schedules.
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measurements, device information and control commands of a PV inverter are converted to data
attributes in an IEC 61850 data model, which additionally provides DSOs with the basics for the
telecommunication to this PV inverter.

3.4.2. Use Case 2: Integration of an IEC 61850-Based Virtual LV Grid Cell Coupled with a
Real-Time Simulation Environment

The second Use Case studies the integration of the IEC 61850 grid model containing
the schematic topology of a real test area in the distribution grid, which is coupled with
a real-time grid simulation environment. More technical details on the structure of the
IEC 61850 grid model and the used real-time simulation environment are documented
in [71,74]. Regarding the concept of a digital twin for distribution power grid and real-time
data interface, a similar approach has been demonstrated by another institute in Germany
as described in [78].

Compared to Use Case 1, the basic concept of the automation approach remains
the same, whilst the data nodes in this model have a high duplicating character, as the
measuring devices for each household or PV system may have a relatively similar data
structure containing several analog measurements. Therefore, the Point of Common
Coupling (PCC) of each household could be modeled as units with repeating nomenclature,
which in the meantime facilitates the automated generation of GUI for grid operators.
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The simulation environment is presented in Figure 5, in which the script package has the
task to automatically integrate this grid model including graphical elements in EDCC as a
sub-geographical region supplied by one transformer station.
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4. Automation Methodology
4.1. Data Model Integration Process in DSO SCADA

Having discussed the essential components and Use Cases, this section now moves on
to the methodology used for the implementation of ADMID. In terms of distribution grid
modeling with high penetration of DES in SCADA and data integration requirements for
smart grid applications, several key factors must be considered, and some important terms
should be defined for a common understanding:

• TOPO model: For real-time grid operation, the EDCC database requires a grid model,
in which the hierarchic structure that corresponds to the physical and topological
construction of a distribution power grid is clearly defined, and necessary parameters
on each hierarchy level are configured. This paper uses the term TOPO to refer to this
topological grid model. Besides the grid topology and parameter definitions, a TOPO
model should also contain comprehensible descriptions of the grid parameters for the
grid planners and grid operators.

• CFE model: In EDCC, the communication interface is deployed as a Communication
Front End (CFE) module; the term CFE also refers to the data model representing the
telecommunication to IEDs. As communication has become a central issue for the DES
integration, which is one important advantage of utilizing the IEC 61850 data model,
the grid measurements or DES parameters contained in an IED server data model also
should be available in the EDCC database as CFE endpoints.

• VISU model: A GUI should be available for the grid operators to visualize measure-
ments and execute control commands, which can be described with the term VISU.

• LINK element: Another essential part of ADMID is the clear reference of parameter
dependencies to elements in other sections or systems. In EDCC, this dependency
is implemented by identifying each object’s Globally Unique Identifier (GUID) or
RDF-ID, which is denoted with the abbreviation LINK.

The process for DES integration in DSO SCADA in a conventional way would consist
of the following steps:

1. Manually create a TOPO model that represents the topology of the distribution grid.
2. Create a data model for communication units. The form of the data model may highly

depend on the manufacturer of the telecommunication equipment.
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3. Convert the data model of telecommunication devices in readable format for SCADA
and import it into the SCADA database as a CFE model.

4. Manually modify the TOPO and CFE models by adding LINKs of TOPO elements to
each CFE parameter.

5. Manually create or modify the VISU model and add LINKs of TOPO elements to the
VISU graphic objects.

For an IED with only 20 parameters, the whole integration process may take up to two
hours depending on the complexity and similarity of the parameters. This simple example
underlined the necessity of a data model-oriented ADMID to handle the data integration
of large numbers of DES in DSO SCADA.

The proposed ADMID has been adapted to the characteristics of future smart grids
with a high share of DES and the cellular grid structure projected in Germany [8]. More
specifically, the future distribution power grid will have an increasingly high number
of DES with high similarities in the data structure. The cellular structure of a power
distribution system would allow using reproducible blocks of elements on different cell
levels, from the lowest level in customer premises, through the PCCs and feeders to the
MV/LV transformer-station level. The concrete modeling concept could then be adapted
according to utility demands.

Based on the features and advantages of IEC 61850 data models discussed in Section 3.1,
it can be seen that most of the key factors mentioned above can be well handled by the uti-
lization of these standard data model blocks. The main challenges for the proposed ADMID
are the identification and allocation of DES information in the initial IEC 61850 data model,
the automated creation of TOPO, CFE and VISU models according to available information,
the automated establishment of crossing-model LINK elements and the provision of output
information for the EDCC in a standardized form.

Concerning the selection of the EDCC file interface, the XDF/XML format was chosen
to ensure the integration of all required IEC 61850 parameters. To achieve high conformality
with existing grid models by DSOs, the output format should be adapted to CIM RDF/XML
in further work.

4.2. Automation Methodology for EDCC

The core of the implemented automation methodology is to add more information
to the distribution grid topology and DES characteristics to the IEC 61850-compliant data
model, parse the hierarchical data model and build TOPO, CFE and VISU models includ-
ing LINK elements. In this way, the conventional TOPO-based manual DES integration
process can be transformed into a DES model-oriented automation integration process.
The described automation methodology was realized with a Python script package named
“edccADMID”, as it aimed at assisting DSOs by the integration of DES in their SCADA
system and was implemented primarily for the EDCC at THU.

The edccADMID package mainly has two core tasks: parsing the information con-
tained in the source IEC 61850 data model as well as mapping the parameters to the XDF
models and exporting the XDF/XML files. The parsing logic is given by the structure
and data classes in IEC 61850, while the mapping logic is based on data structure and
parameter types defined for XDF/XML import in EDCC. Additionally, a visualization
logic was implemented for the automated generation of GUIs. The entire workflow of
ADMID in EDCC is represented in Figure 6. All the steps are automatically performed
by the edccADMID based on the source IEC 61850 data model, except for the last import
action in EDCC.

After the import job is completed in EDCC, the CFE module will actively request an
IEC 61850 server–client MMS connection to the configured IED server. When the data
model has been correctly integrated into EDCC, the configured data transmission should
automatically start. The IEC 61850 communication between EDCC and the IED server has
been used for the test and validation of the proposed ADMID approach.
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4.3. Used IEC 61850 Data Classes and Implementation of Parsing Logic

Previous sections have pointed out the role of the compliant IEC 61850 data model
for the script implementation. Additionally, it is necessary to briefly expound the basic
principles of IEC 61850 data modeling, including the usage of CDC and data model
structure. The most important precondition for the implementation of the parsing logic is
to comprehend the fundamental IEC 61850 data model structure. The general architecture
of an SCL file in Configured IED Description (CID) format is illustrated in Figure 7.
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According to IEC 61850-7-3, a CDC helps define the Data Objects (DO) within a Logical
Node (LN); therefore, on the DO level, a CDC is composed of constructed Data Attribute
(DA) classes. The properties in a specific CDC define the relation between their attributes
and the Functional Constraint (FC) as well as the possible trigger options for RCB [31].
Specifically for the implementation of ADMID, the CDC and FC have a higher priority
corresponding to the requirements of the mapping logic.
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As this standard series has been under continuous development for more than 20 years
and a wide range of DER extensions are available by now, most of the commonly used
CDCs can be covered in the IEC 61850 standard documents. The Use Cases in this paper are
subject to proof-of-concept research; therefore, simplified data models are used to describe
the distribution grid topology, communication interfaces and DES properties. The used
CDCs and FCs are shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. A fixed definition of CDCs would
help the parsing logic to restrict the DO in the Python dictionary object, while the FC types
are used by mapping logic to configure parameter types in the XDF/XML model.

Table 4. Used IEC 61850 CDC types in the data models [31].

CDC Type Description Main Purpose

ASG Analogue setting analogue settings
APC Controllable analogue process value control
DPL Device nameplate description information
ENC Controllable enumerated status control
ENG Enumerated status setting status settings
ENS Enumerated status status information
INC Controllable integer status control
ING Integer status setting status settings
INS Integer status status information
LPL Logical node nameplate description information
MV Measured value measurand information

MYX Phase to ground/neutral related measured
values of a three-phase system measurand information

SPC Controllable single point control
SPG Single point setting status settings
SPS Single point status status information

Table 5. Used IEC 61850 Functional Constraints (FC) types in the data models.

FC Type Semantic Example Description of the
Example

MX Measurands
(analogue values) MMXU.TotW.mag Measurement of total

active power

SP Setting
(outside setting group) ZINV.outWSet.setMag Control setpoint for

inverter active power

ST Status information DSTO.OpTmh.stVal Total operation time
of a storage system

The data models for Use Cases in this paper are provided by different services and are
structured for different purposes; thus, the architecture of them has significant differences
as shown in Figure 8. Because the SCL data model utilized for Use Case 2 usually contains
more hierarchies than what the IEC 61850 data structure can handle, regarding the imple-
mentation and demonstration of ADMID, a part of its structure or dependencies needs to
be stored directly in LD or LN name using specific separator characters. Subsequently, the
data model should accordingly be strict concerning this predefined name convention to
avoid errors during the data model conversion process.

After the SCL data model is read in Python, the information contained in the SCL file
will be extracted and reconstructed in a Python dictionary. Although this dictionary is
strictly systemized, the structure is still too complicated to be further processed. For this
reason, the parsing logic of edccADMID is committed to examining all information objects,
filtering unnecessary information and reordering the information in a form, in which the
hierarchical structure can be retained. Then, all information can be properly processed in
an uncomplicated way by the mapping logic. This preprocessed information is a series of
restructured dictionaries and list variables in Python.
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4.4. Implementation of Mapping Logic

Subsequently to the preprocessing work performed by the parsing logic, the output
variables are handed over to the mapping logic for further data model conversion. In this
phase, the mapping logic was implemented according to the technical requirements of the
target system EDCC.

As an essential part of ADMID, the role of mapping logic can be described using
a similar approach of general data integration. In this case, the integration system I is
described as a triple following the data integration pattern specified in [79]:

I = 〈G, S, M〉

which is constituted by:

• G describing the global schema defined by the XDF/XML structure in EDCC, where
all the information structure is given in detail.

• S representing the source IEC 61850 SCL discussed in the previous section containing
CDC and FC as modeling constraints C.

• and a set M of the applied mapping logic determining the information transformation
from S to G.

It must be considered that the data integration process handled in this paper is not
query-language-oriented; therefore, it requires constraint-based variable management V
in Python and additional local resources L(G) derived from an external configuration file.
Consequently, the associated mapping logics are supposed to be denoted as operations
OG over G rather than queries. Following the expressions used for constraint-based XML-
mapping introduced in [80], the mapping language can be described as:

M = for each a1 in s1, . . . , an in sn
exists p1 in g1, . . . , pm in gm

where V, L(G)
with p1 = c1 and . . . and pk = ck

where the logical operators are underlined, ai in si represents DAs in the source IEC
61850 variables provided by the parsing logic; gi specifies the RDF/XML information object
definitions given by EDCC; pi implies the parameters configuration of a certain DA; ci
refers to the CDC and FC constraints given by the IEC 61850 definition; and V and L(G) in
the where condition indicate the rules for the information transformation between S and G.
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Accordingly, the output operations OG in the Python environment can be described with
the following expression:

OG = for a1 in s1, . . . , an in sn
where M

returns r

where r is the mapping output variable in Python following the XDF/XML schema of the
target system EDCC.

More specifically, the conversion of an IEC 61850 DA into the XDF/XML model
is determined by the combination of the parent DO’s CDC and its own FC. Then, the
mapping logic must select mandatory DAs oriented towards the processibility of the IEC
61850 CFE interface in EDCC, because the IEC 61850 MMS data transmission is based on
the configuration of RCB, and several specific data types like strings are not supported.
During the mapping process, a random GUID will be generated for each parameter or
object in the XDF/XML model. For instance, the mapping logic is also in charge of the
establishment of LINKs between TOPO and CFE objects based on the object identifiers and
assigned GUIDs.

Considering that the target XDF/XML model is not a standardized format and no
technical specification was available, it was necessary to use reverse engineering to some
extent. In this context, the required data fields for an XDF/XML were reversely structured
and categorized. The properties and data attributes of commonly used XDF/XML elements
were coded in templates, while a summary of different parameter types for each category
was stored in a configuration file, which was to be loaded during the initialization of the
mapping logic.

4.5. Implementation of Visualization Logic

For a data model with highly repeating contents, it is possible to use a generic element
block to create a GUI in EDCC for data visualization and remote control. While for the
IEC 61850 data model consisting of more LD or LN with a unique structure, the required
mapping logic for graphic elements is accordingly much more complicated. Consequently,
the visualization logic for the generation of the VISU model was implemented only for the
IEC 61850 data model utilized for Use Case 2 or other data models with similar construction.

Before implementing the logic, a graphical block template for each consumer or
prosumer should be defined. The replication of the templates is based on grid topology.
Each required value, label, symbol and line is modeled as one graphical element in the
VISU model, measurements and telecontrol parameters are linked to the IEC 61850 DA in
the TOPO model by GUID-based LINK elements. The visualization logic is responsible for
the generation of graphical blocks with an appropriate position in GUI and the creation
of LINK elements between data points in TOPO and VISU models. The graphical view
of a prosumer template is presented in Figure 9, in which the object sizes and distances
were predefined as variables in visualization logic. After processing by visualization
logic, a VISU XDF/XML was generated for each transformer station with the graphical
representation of grid-connected consumers and prosumers.
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The entire structure and workflow of the edccADMID script package are illustrated in
Figure 10 on the implementation level, including the inputs for each processing logic and
the associated Python variables by each step.
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5. Test and Validation of the Proposed ADMID
5.1. General Test Procedure

For testing the overall functionality of the proposed ADMID approach, a four-stage-
test procedure is followed. Due to the high complexity and variety of involved components,
there is the necessity to sequentially examine different steps along the integration process
to ensure the proper functionality of measurement and setpoint transmission through
the EDCC.

(1) Validation of the IEC 61850 Data Model

Starting with any IEC 61850 data model from utilized electrical equipment, e.g., PV
inverter, electric charging station, etc., a validation against IEC 61850 conformity must
be conducted. Even more—since the IEC 61850 allows modeling a wide diversity of
customized data objects—derivations from standardized requirements can occur and must
be adjusted to comply with the IEC 61850 criteria. The IEC 61850 data model is defined
through the SCL file, which reflects a typical hierarchical XML structure. All the defined
nodes, objects and attributes in the data model follow this scheme. IEC 61850 validation
tools examine this structure and validate the mandatory definitions. Suitable validation
tools are provided by the EDCC itself as well as different other vendors, like the IEC
61850 modeling tool used for this implementation. Several vital contents are listed in
Table 6.

Table 6. Essential steps for the validation of an IEC 61850 SCL data model using modeling tools or by
examining the SCL file directly.

Validation Step Validated by Validation Contents

Data type templates IEC 61850 definition DO type, DA type, LN type
IED settings IEC 61850 definition IED type and services

IED structure IEC 61850 MMS definition DO instances, data sets, RCBs

Data model extent counting Number of LN, DO, DA and
configured RCBs

XML structure XML schema Syntax check of the XML structure
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(2) Validation of the Data Model Integration into EDCC

For the second stage of the test procedure, the model can then be transferred to the
integration process into the EDCC. In this step, the contents contained in the IEC 61850 SCL
file will be validated by the logics of edccADMID during the model conversion process.
Additionally, the generated XDF/XML files will be examined and validated by the EDCC
during the XML import. The key validation criteria are defined in Table 7.

Table 7. Essential steps for the validation of an IEC 61850 SCL data model using modeling tools or by
examining the SCL file directly.

Validation Criteria Validated by Validation Contents

CDC type Parsing logic of edccADMID Is the CDC type supported by the
EDCC?

CFE parameter type Parsing logic of edccADMID Is the signal type supported by
the EDCC?

RCB structure Mapping logic of edccADMID
Does the structure of the RCBs

follow the predefined
nomenclature of edccADMID?

RCB contents Mapping logic of edccADMID
Can the DAs in a RCB be

recognized as CFE signals and
transmitted to the EDCC?

XML structure EDCC model manager Does the XDF/XML contain
syntax errors?

LINK elements EDCC model manager Can the LINK elements correctly
be interpreted?

GUID validity EDCC model manager Are the GUIDs unique IDs?

object conflict EDCC model manager
Does the imported XDF/XML

have conflicts with existing
objects in the EDCC?

One integration test is passed when the required XDF/XML files are successfully
generated and the job manager of EDCC does not raise any error message. In case warnings
or errors are returned during the integration process, the system logs of EDCC and the
logfile generated by the proposed ADMID can be used for debugging purposes.

(3) Validation of Correct Measurement and Setpoint Transmission

Once the data model is integrated into the SCADA environment and all connections
between the relevant data points are established, the third step of the test procedure can be
conducted. This step involves the validation of the correct transmission of measurement
data and setpoints between the EDCC and the corresponding remote equipment. Therefore,
the EDCC can be integrated into an automated multi-stage test bench where it serves as
the System Under Test (SUT). An example of this procedure was implemented at THU for
testing CLS gateways and can be taken from [81]. During this automated test procedure, the
EDCC will be examined for the essential functionalities and validated against determined
metrics and criteria. Essential functionalities begin with the proper establishment of the
connection to the IEC 61850 server as well as the transmission of the data model to the IED
client, in this case the EDCC. This test bench also realizes the possibility to characterize
the functionalities, by means of measuring the duration of connection establishment or
the duration of measurement, respectively set point transmission. Finally—based on
a Software-In-the-Loop setup—this setup features high repetition rates and allows for
detailed validation and evaluation of communication properties.
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(4) Long-Term Observation of the Data Transmission

Furthermore, the IEC 61850 MMS communication should be observed in real-time
over a longer period to determine the integration status of the DES systems. To specifically
evaluate the telecommunication functionality and relevant data interfaces, common packet
capture tools like Wireshark or other IEC 61850 monitoring tools can be used for the
recording of the IEC 61850 MMS traffic. For the analysis and visualization of the captured
data, an IEC 61850 MMS data evaluation tool was implemented at the THU, which has
been briefly introduced in the final report of one research project [82].

Stage 3 is primarily applicable for the prequalification test or the type test when
changes in the data model or software occur. Under certain circumstances, Stage 3 can be
skipped, the test procedure will then proceed directly to Stage 4 after the remote connection
to the DES is established. This article mainly focuses on the validation of Stage 4 and
presents the validation results based on the robust telecommunication to the IED servers in
the simulation environment or on field test sites.

5.2. Test and Validation for Use Case 1: IEC 61850 Compliant CLS Gateway

The CLS gateway deployed at THU contains specific software that ensures compli-
ance with different types of DES. The validation process of a CLS gateway with SunSpec
conformality using the previously mentioned automated multi-stage test bench has been
thoroughly documented in [81]. To validate the functionality of the CLS gateways in the
field, a prequalification test has been carried out according to the procedures in Stage 3.

Figures 11 and 12 present the real-time telecommunication between the EDCC and
another CLS gateway with an e-charging station application in test Stage 4. In this case,
the CLS gateway was coupled with a Smart Meter Gateway and the data transmission was
performed via a secured TCP/IP connection through the cellular network. Measurements
and several status values provided by the e-charging station controller were translated
to IEC 61850 parameters by the CLS gateway. After an IEC 61850 MMS connection was
requested by the EDCC, these values were frequently transmitted to the CFE module of
the EDCC every 10 s as preconfigured in the RCB. Meanwhile, control commands could be
sent back to the IED server to limit the charging power. Based on this information, it can be
concluded that the integration process of this CLS gateway, which is capable to manage
the IEC 61850-compliant telecommunication to an e-charging station, was successfully
performed in the EDCC.
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list generated by edccADMID was used as a primary key to the DES parameters modeled 
in PowerFactory. The GUIDs were used as identifiers both for the data forwarding of real-
time measurements to the power flow solver in PowerFactory and for the receiving of DES 
control commands on the EDCC side as a response to overvoltage. During the proceeding 
of the real-time simulation experiment, the IED client in EDCC kept forwarding measure-
ments to the state estimator in PowerFactory through the IEC 61850 connection and was 
automatically controlling the simulated PV systems corresponding to the decisions of the 
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Figure 13. Test results for the power curtailment of the simplified IEC 61850-based DES in a distri-
bution power grid; the experiment was performed with clear sky day profiles and accelerated sim-
ulation time [74]. 

Figure 12. Comparison of the curves of executed control setpoints for charging current limit (green)
and measured charging power amplitudes (orange) of the e-vehicle that charged with two phases
over 10 min. The measured charging power could not reach the configured peak value because the
total charging current of the e-vehicle itself was restricted to 10 A.

5.3. Test and Validation for Use Case 2: IEC 61850-Based Real-Time Simulation

For Use Case 2, the integration process was validated directly by the Software-In-the-
Loop setup of the real-time simulation environment, which is specified in [74] and shown
in Figure 5. To complete the data interfaces within the co-simulation framework, the GUID
list generated by edccADMID was used as a primary key to the DES parameters modeled
in PowerFactory. The GUIDs were used as identifiers both for the data forwarding of
real-time measurements to the power flow solver in PowerFactory and for the receiving
of DES control commands on the EDCC side as a response to overvoltage. During the
proceeding of the real-time simulation experiment, the IED client in EDCC kept forwarding
measurements to the state estimator in PowerFactory through the IEC 61850 connection
and was automatically controlling the simulated PV systems corresponding to the decisions
of the state estimator. The changes of voltage amplitudes and infeed power limits of all PV
systems are illustrated in Figure 13.
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Although the transmission of measurements and the execution of curtailment com-
mands were performed by automated processes in the background, the visualization logic
of edccADMID provided the grid operator with a GUI to obtain an overview of the values
or to send control commands by hand. Figure 14 shows the layout of the GUI including the
households and PV systems at each PCC.
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control parameters.

The test results of this co-simulation experiment showed the successful integration of
DES along with the simplified grid topology; furthermore, data interfaces to the simulation
environment were realized by the allocation of GUIDs. This indicates that the proposed
IEC 61850-based ADMID can be extended to a larger scale, where the integration issue of
numerous replicable DES in different sub-geographical areas is tackled.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper, we proposed an automated data integration approach for DES into the
DSO ICT environment, more specifically the SCADA system, utilizing the standard IEC
61850 data model as well as the parsing, mapping and visualization logic explained in
Section 4. Two Use Cases have been introduced to help DSO overcome the challenges of
integrating numerous DES into their distribution grids, as outlined in the introduction.
With the proposed ADMID, the automated DES integration process concerning the SGAM
information and communication layers has been explained in detail and successfully been
tested for two Use Cases at different operational levels.

The proposed ADMID has achieved good performance by seamlessly integrating two
IEC 61850-compliant data models into the experimental DSO SCADA system automati-
cally. As a prerequisite, the LD prefixes and the construction of RCB must adhere to the
predefined nomenclature. Despite the complexity of the comprehensive IEC 61850 data
model utilized for Use Case 1, this approach has high conformance with chosen standard
CDC types and the basic IEC 61850 MMS data structure. Use Case 2 demonstrates that
the proposed ADMID can be considered for automated integration of a distribution grid
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cell with simplified topology, including the generation of GUIs that contain the schematic
grid topology as a HMI for grid operators. The test results of Use Case 2 indicate that the
proposed ADMID can be an important component in the IT/OT system architecture of a
DES-based distribution power grid.

This paper provides a fully comprehensive approach for automating DES integra-
tion processes targeted for DSO data systems by exploring the advantages of the IEC
61850 standard series for DES integration from a DSO perspective and utilizing standard
IEC 61850 data models including the telecommunication functionalities. The application
of the proposed ADMID could save huge amounts of handwork, reduce error rate during
data input and help facilitate device registration in other related data systems, such as the
real-time simulation environment presented in Use Case 2. The hierarchical data struc-
ture of IEC 61850 data models may help design and simulate power grids with cellular
structure, including the modeling of aggregators and other systems on intermediate levels.
Moreover, the processing logics of the proposed ADMID are capable of reconstructing
information, which can extract the necessary information for the co-simulation interfaces,
especially when subjected to the simulation of small-scale decentralized systems. With
a long-term perspective, the proposed ADMID would assist DSOs in realizing the high
capacity utilization scenarios of future distribution grids, hence reducing a large amount of
grid reinforcement investments.

Several limitations of the current implementation need to be acknowledged. First,
the integration approach of DES data or grid model is implemented for elementary DES
parameters on the information and protocol level, extended system information such as
PCC registration, market interface, asset properties and detailed power grid architecture is
not contained yet. In that respect, the IEC 61850 parameters cannot cover all DES properties
required for the system integration in the distribution grid. On the one hand, many cus-
tomized DO are necessary for the first implementation; on the other hand, the whole IEC
61850 standard series needs continuous further development, including the harmonization
with CIM. Regarding this point, further work of WG17 and WG19 of the IEC TC57 [83] is
expected. Second, although the ADMID has been applied to two Use Cases, each of them
utilizes independent IEC 61850 data models, which points out a lack of interaction among
the IED servers on different system levels. Third, as a consequence of compatibility require-
ments with the existing EDCC, the proposed ADMID only provides limited configuration
possibilities, which has been emphasized by the usage of the configuration file.

Hence, the whole automation framework of the ADMID also needs further develop-
ment to fill the technology gap mentioned above. The most important functional modifica-
tion should be the harmonization with CIM, which contains a standardized representation
for systems and components on different voltage levels. By adopting other business pro-
cesses such as DES registration, market access and advanced DES control, the advanced
harmonization with CIM will lead to way better overall integration capabilities of the
proposed processes into the DSO systems and extend the scope of the edccADMID to a
higher level beyond DSO SCADA. This model harmonization will, for instance, facilitate
the coupling of CIM grid models and IEC 61850 DES data models.

Additionally, the IEC 61850 compliance of the ADMID requires further improvement
by extending the scope of the comprehensive DES data model to cover more DES character-
istics and CDC types. Regarding the enhancement of distribution grid visualization and
the implementation of GUIs, a GIS server should be integrated into the EDCC to enable the
modeling of geographically referenced grid topology as well as the graphic representation
of complicated DES properties and control settings.

Other improvements could also raise the usability and interoperability of the proposed
ADMID, such as the generation of reproducible GUID, the version control of grid models,
and automated job management for XML import in EDCC. One important acknowledgment
in the SoA analysis is that the utilization of IoT protocols can significantly improve the data
transmission performance. Thus, the harmonization of the IEC 61850 data model and those
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IoT communication protocols should be considered during the modeling process as well as
the further implementation of the proposed ADMID.
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